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Maine Peace Action Committee
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
The Maine Peace Action Committee(MPAC) was founded in 1974 with aspecial focus on ending the war in
Indochina. MPAC has been concerned with our
society’s violent and militaristic nature, which is
manifested in a lack of humane and progressive
values and a tendency towards solving problems
via destructive means.
Our general orientation takes the double focus
of analyzing and opposing militarism, or the
efforts to use nuclear weapons and other military
means to solve human problems, and imperialism,
or the efforts by powerful nations to use economic
and military means to impose their will upon less
powerful peoples.
Our nation’s pursuit of these policies under-
mines its ability to deal with the needs of its own
citizens and places us in greater danger of war.
Our tax dollars are used to develop first strike
capable weapons and to support repressive
regimes abroad. Consequently, there are fewer
dollars available for needed human services both
here and abroad.
If we direct our energy and other resources
into weapons systems, there is little left for
creative solutions to problems such as the world
food and fuel shortages which threaten our
survival.
We have seen human needs are neglected by
an existing government, and when that govern-
ment represses groups attempting to meet those
needs, violent upheaval has resulted. Our govern-
ment’s military economic support for such repres-
sive regimes has embroiled us in armed conflicts
which have escalated to full scale war and could
mean inevitable global destruction.
We support efforts to deal with each of these
problems since we see them as resulting and
contributing to an economic and political system
over which most of us have little control.
We in MPAC believe that while none of these
efforts by itself can bring about a completely just
society, together we can work toward more
comprehensive solutions. We feel that we can
best contribute by challenging militarism and
imperialism and proposing alternatives to these
policies.
We find we can act effectively if we focus on a
limited number of specific issues and campaigns.
We need projects which can:
1. unite people within our group
2. provide opportunities for action resulting in
measurable achievement
3. link our efforts with national campaigns; and
4. demonstrate the dynamics of militarism and
imperialism.
For our activities to be successful, we need to
educate ourselves about issues, analyze the
contributing factors, investigate alternative solu-
tions, decide strategy for implementing alterna-
tives, and share our understanding with the
community to enlist their support.
MPAC believes that people united and work-
ing together can redefine our values and change
our approach to problems so that we shall be able
to live in a free and creative society; indeed, such
efforts are imperative if we are to survive.
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In polls conducted by Gallup in 1978, 1982and 1986 addressing the Vietnam War,Americans were asked whether they believed
the war was a mistake, not a mistake, or whether
they believed the war to be “more than a mistake,
fundamentally wrong and immoral.” Throughout
the Iraq War, however, Gallup has asked “Do you
think the United States made a mistake in send-
ing troops to Iraq, or not?” thus eliminating the
choice of expressing that this war has been
“fundamentally wrong and immoral.”
These are small differences between the polls
concerning the Vietnam War and Iraq War, and
they may seem irrelevant. However, they are
actually quite significant, because there is a big
difference between believing that war is just a
mistake, and believing that it is fundamentally
wrong and immoral.
Looking at the Iraq War, now ten years since
the United States invaded the country, it makes
sense, in one respect, to call the war a mistake,
since it implies that it should not have happened.
This is something that is agreed upon by most
Iraqis and most Americans, across political
ideologies. Even some of the planners of the Iraq
War, like Colin Powell, have expressed that it
should not have happened.
Looking at the current state of Iraq, we can see
why. It is an utter disaster after the nearly nine
year military occupation by the U.S., not to
mention the years of economic sanctions and the
Gulf War that preceded the “Iraq War,” all
contributing to the deaths of millions of Iraqis,
mass poverty, water shortages and rampant
violence against women that now plague the
country.
The war has been a disaster for the U.S., too.
A 2012 study by the Veterans Administration
revealed hundreds of thousands of veterans of the
Iraq War suffering from PTSD and thousands
more from depression and alcohol/drug depend-
ence. The financial cost of the war has, so far,
been over $800 billion according to
costofwar.com, but other reports, such as one
released by Reuters on March 14th, put it even
higher, at $2.2 trillion - and that number will
continue to grow in the coming years due to
interest accruing on the debt acquired to pay for
the war, as well as for future disability and health-
care payments to veterans. As we continue to
hear from our politicians of the “necessity” of
cutting needed services like education, health-
care and assistance to the poor, we must recognize
that this makes little sense in the face of the tril-
lions we have spent on the Iraq War, and that we
continue to spend, on other militaristic and
destructive actions of foreign policy.
Clearly, the Iraq War should not have
happened. But to call the war a mistake not only
implies that it should not have happened, it
implies that it was an “accident,” not something
systematic of U.S. foreign policy, and if our
government had known the truth that Iraq did
not have weapons of mass destruction and that
Saddam Hussein had no connections to Al-
Qaeda, then we would not have gone to war with
Iraq. However, in light of the historical evidence,
these notions are simply not true.
U.S. Foreign Policy: A Long History of
Violence and Militarism
Most Americans are well aware of the majorwars in which the U.S. has been involved,
from the Revolutionary War to the Wars in Iraq
and Afghanistan. When we include these many
wars into our analysis of U.S. foreign policy, we
can begin to see that it has included violence and
militarism.
However, these wars do not fully indicate that
violence and militarism have been consistent
throughout U.S. history. To better understand
that, we have to examine how actions of violence
and militarism carried out by the U.S. have mani-
fested not only through the wars well known by
the majority of the American public, but also in
massive, global arms sales; financial, political and
military support of dictatorships or so-called
“democracies” favorable to U.S. hegemony and
the profit interests of American corporations; the
use of the marines or other U.S. soldiers in
facilitating coup d’etats, or the overthrow, of
governments unfavorable or overtly defiant
to the interference of the U.S.; the military
training of guerrilla armies used to violently
suppress dissenters to U.S.-backed regimes;
the worldwide presence of U.S. military
bases, listed at 662 in 38 countries by the
Pentagon in 2010 (although it may be even
more, since the Pentagon is, as political
scientist Alex Cooley expressed, “very reluc-
tant to label anything a ‘base’ because of the
negative political connotations associated with
it”); and the unbelievable amount of money, time
and energy invested by the U.S. government and
private “defense” contractors into building
nuclear weapons and other mechanisms of war
and destruction.
Supposed “peacetime” in between major wars
have seen such things. Take, for example, the
1980s, a supposed “peacetime” for the U.S.
Indeed, there were no major wars involving a
mass amount of U.S. soldiers, but this did not
mean the U.S. was engaged in a peaceful foreign
policy. After the Nicaraguans overthrew their
U.S.-backed dictator, thus began the Iran-Contra
scandal, in which the U.S. sold weapons to Iran
(publicly denounced as an enemy of the U.S. after
their 1979 Revolution and overthrow of the U.S.-
backed Shah) in order to fund the Nicaraguan
Contras, a paramilitary organization who sought
to destroy the revolutionaries through widespread
human rights abuses. Or there was the expansion
of military aid under Reagan to the El Salvador
government and the training of Salvadoran para-
military organizations by the U.S. military, both of
whom were friendly to U.S. business interests but
also used torture and murder to terrorize anyone
suspected of dissent towards the government.
And in this supposed peacetime, the U.S. military
budget expanded $300 billion to well over $400
billion by the end of the decade, expanding the
intelligence programs of the CIA and NSA and
the nuclear weapons stockpile.
Or how about the 1950s? After the Korean
War ended in 1953, this was another supposed
“peacetime” in U.S. history. Well, less than three
weeks after the Korean War ended, the CIA
fulfilled its goal of orchestrating a coup d’etat of
Mohammed Mossadegh, the Prime Minister of
Iran who nationalized Iranian oil with over-
whelming public support but to the chagrin of
British and American oil companies. 1954 saw
another CIA-led coup, this time in Guatemala to
overthrow President Jacobo Arbenz, who worked
to expropriate land owned by the United Fruit
Company, and to put in his place Colonel Castillo
Armas, who established death squads that
murdered countless numbers of people, among
other actions of grotesque violence. By the mid
1950s, the U.S. was the lead supplier of money
and military equipment for France’s War in
Vietnam to maintain colonial rule and suppress
the Vietnamese independence movement (the
U.S. would, of course, later take the reigns from
France and begin its own disastrous full-scale war
in the country). Then in 1958, President
Eisenhower sent the marines into Lebanon in
order to suppress a rebellion against the pro-
Western government. This all adds up to a foreign
policy consistent with violence and militarism,
not one of of peace.
And so we could continue back through U.S.
history, to other buildups of the military, coup
d’etats and the use of military aid and U.S. troops
to back governments complicit with U.S.
economic and political interests. When we
include these other actions, along with the major
wars into our analysis, then we begin to realize
that violence and militarism and have been the
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norm, not the aberrant, of U.S. foreign policy. In
light of this long history preceding the Iraq War,
it makes little sense to dismiss the war as a
“mistake,” as just an accident that has been
inconsistent with the overall trend of U.S. foreign
policy.
The Truth Was Known, And It Was
Ignored
What is now publicly admitted as truth byeven some of the planners of the Iraq War
—that Saddam Hussein had no weapons of mass
destruction—was already pointed out by peace
activists as extremely likely, and the claims made
otherwise were regarded as mechanisms of propa-
ganda needed to gain public support.
Furthermore, the fact that Saddam Hussein had
no weapons of mass destruction was incontro-
vertibly known to be true by United Nations
weapons inspectors in Iraq. In a 2012 interview
with Newsweek, former Secretary of State Colin
Powell remarked, “My infamous speech at the
U.N. in 2003 about Iraqi WMD programs was not
based on facts, though I thought it was.” This
should come at great surprise to the U.N.
weapons inspectors. As Hans Blix, the former
director of the U.N. Inspection Commission
explained, “U.N. inspectors were asked to search
for, report and destroy real weapons. As we found
no weapons and no evidence supporting the
suspicions, we reported this. But U.S. Defense
Secretary Donald Rumsfield dismissed our reports
with one of his wittier retorts: ‘The absence of
evidence is not evidence of absence.’”
Additionally, as the Washington Post reported in
November of 2000, “The CIA does not agree that
Iraq possesses a crude nuclear weapon. ‘We don’t
believe they have the fissile material required for
a nuclear weapon,’ said one senior U.S. official. ...
‘Nor do we believe they currently have the infra-
structure to build a nuclear weapon.’” Contrary
to Powell’s statements, the evidence was there,
and if he and the Bush administration were
sincerely trying to avoid war with Iraq on the
basis that it did not have weapons of mass
destruction, they could have easily done so.
That Saddam Hussein had connection to Al-
Qaeda was extremely unlikely. Al-Qaeda is
centered upon radical interpretations of Islam,
while Saddam Hussein’s Ba’ath party was based
on strongly secular values. Hussein violently
repressed religious clerics and others who vocally
promoted the an Iraqi society based strongly upon
Islam. It was his pro-Western, anti-Islamist atti-
tude and policies that made him likeable to
the U.S. government during the 1980s, as
they funded him with financial and military
aid in order to fight against Iran, who by
then was an Islamic theocracy and publicly
defiant to the U.S. (for good reason—the
U.S. has supported a ruthless dictator in
their country for over two decades).
Furthermore, Osama bin Laden, the
founder and leader of Al-Qaeda, was not an
ally of Hussein, supporting groups in Iraqi
Kurdistan opposed to Hussein, and told his
biographer Peter Bergen, “the land of the
Arab world, the land is like a mother, and
Saddam Hussein is fucking his mother.”  The FBI,
CIA, National Security Council, and the 9/11
Commission all concluded that there was no
conclusive evidence to support a connection
between Hussein and Al-Qaeda. Thus, again, the
evidence was clearly there for the U.S. govern-
ment to know that Hussein had no connection to
Al-Qaeda.
What this shows us, then, is that the Iraq War
began despite clear evidence contradicting the
major justifications for it that were known by the
planners at the time they were planning the Iraq
War. Thus, we cannot give the planners of the
war the benefit of the doubt and make claims that
the Iraq War was a “mistake” because the
evidence was there for them to prevent the war.
Why they then planned it is a different
conversation, but one worth briefly exploring
since it adds credence to the truth that the war
was not just an accident nor a mistake. As the the
former national security council advisor to
President Carter Zbigniew Brzezinski pointed out
in the international affairs journal, The National
Interest, the control of Iraq “gives it [the U.S.
government] indirect but politically critical lever-
age on the European and Asian economies that
are also dependent on energy exports from the
region.” As MIT Professor and activist Noam
Chomsky reiterated in, “It’s Imperialism, Stupid,”
a 2005 article for the Khaleej Times, “If the
United States can maintain its control over Iraq,
with the world’s second largest known oil
reserves, and right at the heart of the world’s
major energy supplies, that will enhance signifi-
cantly its strategic power and influence over its
major rivals in the tripolar world that has been
taking shape for the past 30 years: US-dominated
North America, Europe, and Northeast Asia,
linked to South and Southeast Asia economies.”
Indeed, we need to, as Chomsky insists by the
title of his article, understand the Iraq War, and
the many other wars and actions of militarism
and violence in U.S. foreign policy throughout
history, as imperialism, or the efforts by more
powerful nations to maintain and extend their
power in the world through imposing their will on
less powerful peoples through political, economic
and military means. When we comprehend this,
not only does the violence of U.S. foreign policy
become demystified to us, but it begs us to ask the
right question: how can we call the Iraq War a
simple mistake or an accident when there were
clear motives of self-interest at play for the plan-
ners of the war?
Fundamentally Wrong and Immoral
Given the fact that U.S. foreign policy has along history of violent aggression, that the
undeniable evidence countering the most widely
used justifications for the Iraq War were available
to and very likely known by the planners of the
Iraq War, and that there were clear motives for
the war based on longstanding US. imperialist
strategy for certain political and economic inter-
ests, then we have to consider this war as more
than just a “mistake.” The word “mistake” is igno-
rant of this history and gives far too much benefit
of the doubt to those who planned the war. As
was asked of the American people about the
Vietnam War, we have to consider the Iraq War
to be “fundamentally wrong and immoral.”
What does it mean to call the Iraq War
“fundamentally wrong and immoral”? It means to
tell the truth that the justifications publicly used
for the war were lies. It means to not have any
illusions about the righteousness of the intentions
of those who planned the war. It means to say
that the true interests of the U.S. in Iraq were
unjust and not worthy of any decent society. It
means to say that the Iraq War was consistent
with a long history of aggression and violence and
that this history is shameful and wrong. It means
to go beyond the planners of the Iraq War, who
regret the war only because it became so clearly
unpopular and damaged their political reputa-
tion, and to say that we regret this war because
we believe that the assumption at the heart of
this war - that the U.S. government, corporations
and military have the right to dominate the world
to serve their self-interest - is a false assumption
and causes an outrageous amount of unnecessary
suffering. It means to challenge the basic tenets of
U.S. foreign policy.
It means to get to the fundamentals, to look at
the root of why we went to Iraq, and to know that
accepting that the war as a simple “mistake” or
anything else trivializes and distorts the truth,
and thus will not help us to overcome the cycle of
violence and work for real peace.
—Eric Collins
Iraq
(continued from Page 2)
SILENT OPERATOR: SENSITIVITY TO PATRIARCHY IN ACTIVIST
GROUPS AND THE IMPORTANCE OF WOMEN ONLY SPACES
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What is most terrifying about patriarchyis the silence; the way it silently shapesthe socioeconomic, cultural, and polit-
ical institutions of our world, how it silently
infuses with daily interaction and discourse, and
most of all, its ability to silence half of the world’s
population without breaking a sweat.  Thanks to
the tireless work of many generations of feminists,
patriarchy and the silence in which it operates is
being recognized and challenged. We have words
to describe the systematic domination of men
now; glass ceiling, wage gap, domestic violence,
Title IX. Despite this progress, there are still
instances in which patriarchy is not readily appar-
ent and more active mindfulness is needed. 
In progressive activist spaces, where dozens
upon dozens of meriting, pivotal issues swirl in a
discourse of global change and grassroots engage-
ment, gender often goes assumed and unchal-
lenged unless directly related to the issue at hand.
This becomes problematic when interpersonal
interactions and dynamics are infused with
gender roles and expectations that emerge
unconsciously. It is essential to realize how even
in communities filled with individuals committed
to ideals of progress, compassion, and change, the
basic socialization of the society at large can
cause unbalanced direction and voice that if left
unchecked are a continuation of the silent opera-
tion of patriarchy. 
A study released this past summer by the
American Political Science Review gives science
to a common feminist claim; the voices of men
are louder and heard more frequently than the
voices of women in mixed gender spaces.
According to the report “the time that women
spoke was significantly less than their propor-
tional representation—amounting to less than 75
percent of the time that men spoke.” This speaks
to the actions and inactions perpetrated by both
genders. In feminist blogger Lindy West’s
commentary on the study, she so eloquently states
“…no one is to blame and everyone is to blame”...
There is no specific person or gender we can
point fingers to and yet it is highly probable that
the vast majority of us have participated in a male
vocally dominated setting based on the numbers
from this study. 
The blame does not rest on someone but on
something; the silent operation of patriarchy. The
structural male domination in a group setting is
not recognized and thus, the gendered speaking
time and voice will never be addressed a way that
will produce results. As West also notes, “…when
you find yourself in conversation with a circle of
men and, against your better judgment and all
your feminist impulses, you just turtle up. You
retire. You forfeit, because their lungs are bigger,
they’re groomed for assertiveness since birth, and
you’re groomed to assume that nobody will take
you seriously anyway. You wait for a pause in a
room of interrupters”.  Men and women both
unconsciously act out the patriarchal gender roles
they were socialized into, guaranteeing the
silence or gender inequality
and of women if direct action
is not taken. 
Thus, active mindfulness is
required in all space, but espe-
cially those in which values of
equality and progress are held
so highly. No matter the issue
being addressed at a meeting,
action, or gathering of any
sort, it is important to gener-
ate a dialogue surrounding
gender dynamics. How many
women are present? Are any
of them leaders in this setting? Who has been
dominating the conversation and who should be
encouraged to speak up more? Basic moderator
skills honed through the lens of gender will help
to raise consciousness of the group as a whole,
encouraging both men and women in the setting
to work together to fix the imbalance. The silence
of patriarchy will be shattered and all voices have
the space and the support to be heard. 
If one is truly mindful and understanding of
the effect of patriarchy on group interaction, then
one should easily see the justification and neces-
sity of women only spaces as well. This topic has
been controversial, garnering accusations of
reverse discrimination, elitism, and exclusivity.
These statements fail to acknowledge part of the
APSR study’s conclusion, “We find a substantial
gender gap in voice and authority, but as hypoth-
esized, it disappears under unanimous rule and
few women, or under majority rule and many
women”. The first part of the conclusion speaks
to the benefits of consensus based decision
making as opposed to majority rule. The second
part of the statement most integral to the women
only spaces argument shows the power and
importance of a strong woman presence. You
cannot get a stronger woman presence than in a
space of only women. 
Obviously, there is space and a need for men in
the feminist movement as supporters, fundraisers,
human power, and more. And of course there are
times when co-ed spaces, meetings, and events
are necessary and very productive (if the above
described gender mindfulness is applied). With
women only spaces, the importance lies in allow-
ing those specifically affected by manifestations of
patriarchy and gender power structure to have a
space that provides support, security, and comfort
to allow for uninhibited thought, speech, and
action. As a white, cis* feminist, I would not
insist upon being front and center at a rally to end
violence against transsexual woman or be writing
about what it means to be an African American
woman. There are boundaries of identity that
need to be respected and given the space to
nurture and grow itself.  The occasional woman’s
only setting is an essential space for this process.
There is one rather large critique I would like
to make of my own argument. It is a critique for
which I do not have a solution, but I still want it
to be voiced in spirit of respectful, inclusive
discourse of feminism. My argument above
follows the standard gender binary of women
versus men as well as the assumed sex binary
vagina versus penis. Both of these binary are
justly challenged and reworked in a vast array of
feminist writing, blogging, theory and first-hand
experience which I encourage all readers to
explore further.  In actuality, sex and gender are
not as neatly defined as is commonly believed in
society and to use a blanket statement such as
“women only spaces” negates this nuisance and
excludes the voices of non-cis women. It is simi-
larly important to recognize the implications my
argument has in terms of race, class, sexual orien-
tation and women with disabilities. All of these
additional stratifies could potential affect these
women in mixed gender group settings in ways
that myself as a white, middle class, cis women
would not have to deal with. Oppression operates
in a matrix and this complexity must also be
taken into consideration when defining and
discussing gender dynamics and women only
spaces. A truly all encompassing dialogue about
unconscious gender dynamics everywhere from
activist groups to the neighborhood deli, corpo-
rate suites to school board meetings is essential if
we truly want to end the silence of patriarchy and
allow all voices to be heard. 
—Shannon Brenner
* “cis” refers to a person who is born the biologi-
cal sex with which they identify; for instance,
a person born female who identifies as female
or a person born male who identifies as male.
BEHIND THE MASK
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The FBI has labeled them as “pioneers ofdigital anarchy.” However, the groupknown as Anonymous seems to be more of
a group wanting to have egalitarian government
that doesn’t hide anything from its citizens. Born
to the age of computers and the vast regions of
World Wide Web, Anonymous was created by a
group of hackers who merely made mischief and
was focused primarily on entertainment of their
members on sites such as 4chan. However the
group lately has been focused on being, what they
call, “hacktivists”, and have become very public
and active in public demonstrations such as the
Occupy movement. Members are known to wear
the stylized Guy Fawkes mask that was popular-
ized in the 2005 movie V for Vendetta, and has
since become a symbol of rebellion. I wanted to
know more about the group, but not from what I
read online and in the newspapers. I eventually
had the liberty of talking with a member not too
long ago, and he informed me of the true nature
of this group, the following are his words to you.
“Good day to you all,” he said, “We are
Anonymous. I am happy to be helping spread the
truth behind our message to the world. We have
been called many things including anarchists,
cyber-terrorists, and disturbances to the public.
We are not what some have labeled us to be. We
are simply trying to exploit the errors and prob-
lems in this world to the public using whatever
means necessary. We mainly focus on maintaining
freedom that the internet has as long as whatever
is online does not go against basic human rights.
What people usually see is what the government
tells them, but the government is and always has
been against progressive and extremely active
resistance by groups like us. We like to think of
ourselves as checks, we keep the government in
check by showing them where they need to
improve and change.”
Anonymous has been demonized for many
years for their activism. I agree with my friend
that groups such as Anonymous help keep an eye
on the government and its actions. Some of what
they have protested has been controversial,
including protesting against The Church of
Scientology for their actions of trying to remove
internet material criticizing the church;
Anonymous saw this as internet censorship. They
also have participated in internet vigilantism, by
tracking Chris Forcand, an internet pedophile,
and by contacting police which aided in the fifty-
three year old man’s arrest. Later during one of
their operations in 2011 named “Darknet” and
began a campaign to take down a child pornogra-
phy site with roughly 1,500 members. As far as
their involvement in the governmental, or politi-
cal spectrum, Anonymous has be involved with,
as I mentioned before, the Occupy movement
mostly in retaliation to several occurrences of
police brutality to some of the protesters.
Anonymous revealed such actions as cruel and
publicly posted videos of police officers pepper
spraying already hand cuffed and subdued protes-
tors. During the ‘Arab Spring’ in Syria,
Anonymous shut down the Syrian government’s
website in retaliation of the internet blackout
which was strongly believed to be the works of
the Syrian authorities to silence the opposition to
their rule.
Anonymous’ drive is to create a world of a true
democracy. The group believes that a true
democracy is the only way to have equality for
everyone. Their way of being involved in these
current demonstrations is to bring about change
to the current system, and to open the eyes of the
public to what is going on around them. Behind
their masks is an idea and an idea can be a power-
ful and incredible thing that can change the
world. Though truth is never given, it is merely
discovered and is meant to be shared. We must do
the same with our very movements; we must
spread the truth to people and then help push
peaceful actions against what we see as wrong
and unjust.
—Daniel Shorette
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Some have begun calling our generation ofyoung adults “Generation Jobless.” Indeed,half of us who graduate will be underem-
ployed, a large number of us will work jobs which
don’t require a college degree, and many of us will
either default or go delinquent on our student
loan debt—40% or more if we face the same
circumstances as the graduating class of 2008.
One may view as bad news the fact that we will
indeed face conditions of underemployment,
defaulting on loans and moving home with
parents after graduation. There will be no signifi-
cant revival of our economy, we will not see a
rising standard of living nor will we have opportu-
nities that past generations had, such as owning a
house. The good news is that we are not alone
(you can check out one of the student debt resist-
ance campaigns called I Am Not A Loan at
www.iamnotaloan.org) and it is well past time
that we changed how we live and organize our
society. Our shared plight presents opportunity.
What I hope to relay in this article is the poten-
tial we have for real change. We are living in a
time of great crises affecting all levels of life on
this planet. This situation facing our generation,
a lack of employment with astounding student
debt, is one such crisis. This stressful situation in
which we share is an opportunity for us to exam-
ine the values, intentions, and directions which
have led us to this point, and to make choices to
live according to a different way of life—one
which is sane, humane, fulfilling and just.
Since the crisis of ‘generation jobless’ is
directly concerned with education and employ-
ment, in this article I will discuss the modern
university and purpose of our education. There
are two views on the purpose of education we can
compare: a market-based view and a humanistic
view. Following this analysis, I will discuss some
options for change.
Two Models of Education
In the economic market view, students attendcollege in order to gain competencies required
to engage in skilled labor following graduation. In
other words, college is essentially job training or
an expensive certificate of qualification for
employment in higher paying jobs. In this
perspective, you will hear college be called a good
investment, as if college is something you can
purchase which increases your value on the job
market. The more money one can help produce
for businesses and the market the more valuable
is that individual.
In the alternative humanistic model, educa-
tion is meant to teach the student more about
one’s self, society, and world. In the book This
Reading is Not Required, the author says the
most important question with regard to any
subject of study is “what does this teach me about
myself as a human being?” A proper education in
this model would develop a greater understand-
ing of one’s connection and place within the
larger social whole, and correspondingly help one
to develop humane and ethical values, and find a
vocation which benefits the interconnected soci-
ety and ecosystem of which one is inextricably a
part. Education would teach humane values,
explore questions of what is meaningful and
important in our lives, what we want to do in our
lives, what our obligations are towards to life in
the community, and discover and cultivate gifts
and talents we can give to society. The sciences
and arts are celebrated in this education and
pursued in the most humane and ethical ways.
Over the past few decades the university has
more and more been shaped by the economic
market view. Before the days of outrageous
student loan debt, when students could pay for
college through summer jobs and pay off debt in a
few years, universities were not run like busi-
nesses as they are today. A university president
was an individual of accomplished academia, an
educator, as opposed to a CEO-administration-
fundraising figure. Tuition dollars were invested
directly toward educational ends rather than
towards profit or revenue maximizing ends such
as marketing and entertainment. In the past
thirty years we’ve seen increasing developments
towards the corporatization of the university and
the commodification of our education.
Analyzing data between 2001 and 2011, the
U.S. Department of Education found that
colleges and universities hired employees
involved with administration and management
50% more often than instructors. The trend of
turning the university into a business is insepara-
ble from the astounding 800% increase in prices
of tuition since the 1980s.  The corporatization of
the university is no secret—universities now run
according to business plans put together by the
CEO-like president and high administration. Paul
Lingenfelter, executive director of the State
Higher Education Executive Officers
Association, says about the modern University,
“It’s a competitive business, and institutions
compete for students the same way Lexus and
Mercedes compete for car buyers”. Universities
sell college to prospective students by marketing
an appealing college experience, which has a lot
to do with entertainment such as athletics and
investing in amenities such as nicer dorms. In this
business of college, the students are viewed as the
consumers, and the money which the university-
business makes is paid for by student loans.
Guided by business priorities, universities,
both public and private, intend to maximize
revenue and profit through investments,
contracts, and other projects. These priorities
lack ethical guidance or educational purpose. For
instance, universities invest in or partner with
corporations which pollute and degrade the envi-
ronment or create military weapons. Other ways
businesses maximize their revenue is by cutting
operating costs and increasing the price of their
product or service. Cutting operating costs has
meant cutting back on investment in faculty, so
that fewer faculty teach fewer courses for more
students, and also cutting non-market productive
areas of study such as the humanities, including
women studies, languages, theater, music, peace
studies and other culturally valuable programs.
Further, students are exploited through cheap
wage work-study positions which are often subsi-
dized by government money which means the
university gets free labor, subsidized by the
government. As for increasing the price of the
product, this is well evident in the increase of
tuition over the years.
The corporatization of the university is part of
a wider trend in our society over recent decades
of increasing market-based approach to the
organization and function of our society and way
of life, resulting in greater commodification,
corporate domination, wealth inequality, and
debt. In the 1980s, as the university began to
expand into the role of business enterprise,
tuition began to rise. Prior to this time, govern-
ment federal aid through Pell Grants and scholar-
ships paid for major portions of education thus
making it affordable or free for many. Federal aid
did not increase with tuition, and federal loans
became the new norm of compensation for the
higher costs of education. The federal govern-
ment accommodated the steady rate of tuition
increase by increasing loan supply. More and
more the federal government began to take on a
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market-based role as well—that of a large bank
making huge loans to students. The executives
of private banks, observing this huge market
developing in higher education, used their
power and wealth to squeeze themselves into
the picture, thus beginning a trend of private
lending, offering loans at higher interest rates
and more exploitative terms.
What We Can Do
In our stage of capitalism, life has more thanever become a means for the market.
Education, which should be directly concerned
with human living, becomes a means for serving
to enrich the market. A job, which should be a
vital extension of ourselves, a unique and fulfill-
ing expression of our being, becomes a means to
acquire money needed to pay debt and purchase
things. When education is reduced to a commod-
ity and students are made into nothing more than
consumers, our human-beingness is lost. We
become means towards the end of growing the
economy, and other people and institutions
(universities, banks, corporations, government)
use us as means towards their own ends of making
more money. With our situation of “Generation
Jobless”, the time has come for us to shift our
value system and way of life in our society. As
Martin Luther King Jr. said, “I am convinced that
if we are to get on the right side of the world revo-
lution, we as a nation must undergo a radical
revolution of values. We must rapidly begin the
shift from a thing-oriented society to a person-
oriented society. When machines and computers,
profit motives and property rights, are considered
more important than people, the giant triplets of
racism, extreme materialism, and militarism are
incapable of being conquered.”
In the justifying myth of capitalism are
assumptions that value is determined by material
wealth and that productive occupations which
increase GDP are good regardless of their effects
to society, individuals, and ecosystem. The value
scale of the market system lacks an ethical lens;
high paying jobs are not beneficial if those jobs
are involved with the exploitation or destruction
of life. Further, we are reaching the end of the
capitalist growth system. It is more and more
impossible to continue on this course. The model
of society based around economic growth created
great technological, scientific, and medical
advancements, but it has
also exploited natural and
social resources to their
limits. Excessive student
debt is one example of a soci-
ety pushed to the brink of its
limits.
Examining what must
change, one can say that
what we need is more fund-
ing from the federal govern-
ment, and this is indeed true,
and there are plenty of
resources for our education
in the hands of the super-
rich. The four hundred richest Americans
together have enough wealth ($1.7 trillion) that
they could abolish the one trillion dollars of
collective student debt and still have over one
and a half billion dollars apiece. Clearly the super-
rich should contribute fairly to allow for social
needs and services like education. By all nonvio-
lent means, let us stand up and declare corporate
domination and extreme inequality unjust.
Likewise, resources from military spending
should be reallocated to fund social needs. The
wars abroad should end (they do not make us
safer, are not fought for democracy, and are illegal
under international law), our troops should come
home, hundreds of United States military bases
should be shut down around the world, and the
military budget should be cut dramatically.
European countries have reasonably affordable or
free education because they have less inequality
and far less military spending than we have in the
United States. For the sake of our soldiers, civil-
ians in foreign lands and the people here, by all
nonviolent means, let us stand up and declare
militarism unjust and call for an end to such
insanity.
There should be more funding for education,
no doubt about it. However, we need to go
further and free ourselves from this market based
commodified mode of being. We are at a time of
pivotal change, as evidenced by the multiple
interrelated crises affecting all of life on Earth.
The old ways of doing things are simply not work-
ing anymore. Nor should we want them to
continue “working”, because, in fact, the old ways
of doing things never actually worked. Through
American history during the best of times, when
the economy was booming, society was far from
what we could call an optimal state. Sure, tech-
nologically, medically, scientifically, and materi-
RUN
“Remain calm: This is just a drill.Stay off the
grass. Hold.(So very tired.) Alarm will sound in
3,2,1… Find the school that’s right for you.
Please fasten your seatbelts. Marry only for
love. There is nothing to fear (I must remember
to sleep tonight.) but fear itself. Keep in touch
with friends and family. Brush your teeth twice
a day. Financial aid for all who qualify. (Stay
out of the garden.) Spend less time at the
office. Deploying oxygen masks (Run). Practice
makes perfect. Please drink responsibly. Avoid
negative people. You are not alone. Attend all
class sessions. (Be afraid.) From this day forth,
for better or for worse, for richer for poorer, in
sickness and in health, to love and cherish
(Faceless, uncontrollable power: The motion of
the gears will not cease.) until Death do us
part(run). Secure your own mask before help-
ing others. (No time for a call to arms) Get at
least eight hours of sleep each night. During
school shootings, professors may take bullets for
students.Fasten tightly over mouth and
nose.Drive defensively. (We missed the war.)
Two hours of study for each hour in class. Quit
beating yourself up. Keep all guns pointed down
range. Pedal harder. Exercise regularly. Blessed
are the meek. Seek the joy (Drop your guns.) of
being alive. (Your only weapon rests around
your neck) Finish what you start. Walk, do not
run(run.), to the nearest emergency exit.
Scholarships for promising applicants. All men
(No time to scavenge for ten good souls) are
created equal. Lock your doors (Do not risk a
final glance) at night.  Count your blessings.
Earn a master’s degree (They will rebuild the
city.) to get ahead in a competitive society.
(They are always rebuilding the city) It is in
giving that we receive. Immediately report any
suspicious activity to the police. See the doctor
regularly (I’m so very tired). Play responsibly.
Learn to appreciate beauty (Dear God let me
sleep tonight). Remain calm: This is just a drill”
—Aaron Waldman
crow jane gets a bike
come up wet from the river on a bicycle of
willow branches she leans in with big black
hair grins i go ride with her in silk i
bathe the land in blooms carry wind bat
wing wolf fur owl plume goldenrod spider
web bark of maple dandelion
remember to say hello to snake in the wood
talk soft to crows babies puddles elderly
new life unfolding in the plants 
ride thru fields swim with trout see
ourselves in flowers hang prayers from tree
bows give bread to the sun feel our
heart beats soothe the root leaves river
beds get clean like we ask faces get smiling
everyone shines sheaths of blue light
we return to
alleyways turn to shore roads turn to fog
fumes turn to wind rush slow
flood   stream machine blasts turn
bird song
—Lisa Panepinto
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For those who know even only the rudimen-tary basics of how global fisheries work, theconcept of overfishing can be harrowing.
However, in a world where Marine Science is a
little known study the concept of overfishing
appears to many as nothing to worry about. The
question that we have heard so often during the
course of a classroom debate or during a public
panel discussion on marine conservation is: “How
is it possible, to deplete fish stocks of an entire
ocean”? The truth is it’s already been done.
According to the Food and Agriculture
Administration (FAO), more than 70 percent of
the global fish stocks are either near endangered,
near extinction or exhausted as a fishing
resource. We, as a global population, continue on
with non-sustainable fishing practices to satiate a
growing demand for seafood to the detriment of
our Ocean’s health. According to the FAO’s
World Review of Fisheries and Aquaculture; in
2010 the
“Capture fisheries and aquaculture supplied
the world with about 148 million tonnes of fish
(with a total value of US$217.5billion), of which
about 128 million tonnes was utilized as food for
people, and preliminary data for 2011 indicate
increased production of 154 million tonnes, of
which 131 million tonnes was destined as food.
With sustained growth in fish production and
improved distribution channels, world fish food
supply has grown dramatically in the last five
decades, with an average growth rate of 3.2% per
year in the period 1961-2009. World per capita
food fish supply increased from an average of
9.9kg in the 1960s to 18.4kg in 2009.”
Since this period there has been a steady
increase in fish consumption on both a national
and global level. This trend began in the mid-
20th century when the government called for an
increase in fishing effort on both a local and
federal level as a means to supply an ever-increas-
ing demand for cheap seafood. Fishing subsidies
were employed along with modifica-
tion of technology in order to maxi-
mize fishing capacity; as a result
smaller fleets became much larger
and we saw an increase in overall
fishing effort. This effort has
increased to the point where the
catch per unit effort began to over-
turn. The response to catching fewer
fish was to fish even harder. The
combination of fishermen’s knowl-
edge and technology gave fish no
chance to hide. Half a century later
we are still actively overfishing and further exac-
erbating an existing problem. What can we do to
stop the complete collapse of the world’s fish
stocks?
The problem is actually one that
CAN be solved on a local level. Each
fishery, while linked to a large global
ocean ecosystem, can be sustainably
monitored and fished by the commu-
nities it borders. What is stopping
us? Why do we continue to overfish
and endanger local artisanal fisheries
by making decisions such as buying
seafood from other countries? Alas,
the concept of integration of Marine
Science into the core curriculum of
public schools is something that is
undervalued by many countries but
could be a more than viable solution to ending
overfishing. This deficit in knowledge of local
fisheries as well as biology of species can be
considered one of the primary reasons why we, on
a global scale, continue to overfish. How many
students are taught about what species are
endangered or that the overall health of our fish-
eries is failing? How many people are truly
concerned or knowledgeable about fishing policy
of the U.S., let alone other countries? How many
people do you hear say that they are a vegetarian
because of how cruelly cattle and poultry are
treated yet they still consume fish now and again? 
One example of an uninformed choice may be
seen at our school (UMaine) where we supply
Sushi made with Tuna. Do we stop to consider
where the tuna was caught? Or what species of
Tuna we are consuming? Are we even aware that
most species of tuna are being overfished? The
problem with Tuna is not just that species like
Bluefin are now highly endangered. 
The problem is bigger and has broad-sweeping
ecological implications. Each species plays a criti-
cal role in the balance of an ecosystem; when you
take out a large predator the prey become over-
populated from lack of grazing and can take over
and subsequently destroy an ecosystem. This
trend, historically, is made far more obvious for
terrestrial animals such as varying species of
elephants, tigers, apes, and polar-bears. 
One reason that the health and well-being of
terrestrial animal trends may be given more
attention in the media or even in our educational
systems is that as a culture we seem to have an
affinity for charismatic mega fauna. Meaning, we
are more apt to want to save a cuddly koala or
kangaroo from extinction then we are to really
care about the population size of a smelly, slimy
cod or tuna. Going forward with effective sustain-
ability efforts is therefore difficult when public
attention, man-power and funding is going
towards more popular endangered species.
It is predicted that if overfishing continues we
will cause a collapse of the World’s ocean-ecosys-
tem by 2050. In order to overturn the course of
action we must act together as a global society to
protect this global resource.
We do, however, have the power to change the
course of history working on a local level. We can
save our oceans from the demise that awaits from
this crippling trend of overfishing. Knowing
where your seafood comes from is crucial (we
have listed just a few websites that can help when
trying to select sustainably harvested and non-
endangered sea food). Supporting local, sustain-
ably caught seafood should be a priority when
purchasing. Ask your server or even the store
manager, it is your right to know.  As the health
of our oceans hangs in the balance, we can no
longer afford to think in the short-term; we must
think beyond our current meal and into the
future of marine resources. Using our voice in
government is a must. Be it online petitions or
contacting elected officials, it is important to act
through our federal and state government to help
support sustainable fishing efforts and local solu-
tions to overfishing. 
“The difference between this and other envi-
ronmental problems, is that actually it is rela-
tively simple to solve. We can act now, it’s not
rocket science, we don’t need more knowledge to
do so. So let’s do what we can where we can, we
can do it here, we can do it now.” (Charles
Clover, author of the End of the Line.)
—Ryan MacGlashing & Maddelyn Harden
INTERNET RESOURCES
Online petition to stop fishing subsidies: http://act.oceana.org/letter/l-subsidies/
Pocket guide to supporting sustainable fisheries:
http://www.montereybayaquarium.org/cr/cr_seafoodwatch/download.aspx
Marine stewardship council, committed to labeling sustainably harvested seafood:
http://www.msc.org/.
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On January 17th, I received a request froma journalist in Beijing. The requestfocused on a very serious Line of Control
(LOC) border incident between India and
Pakistan. However, when I thought about it, the
request and my response also illustrate a much
larger, revealing, and dangerous situation with
regard to U.S. attitudes and policies and our most
threatening crises at home and throughout the
world. As we mark the tenth anniversary of the
U.S. War in Iraq, I realize that I could just as
easily use what we experienced, during the first
U.S. Iraq/Gulf War in early 1991 or the start of
the U.S. Iraq War on March 19, 2003, to illustrate
the same dangerous lessons about U.S. attitudes,
values, and policies.
The Request
The Chinese journalist introduced himself as areporter for Sanlian Lifeweek Magazine, one of
the most widely circulated weekly magazines in
China with 300,000 readers per week in more
than 30 big cities. He indicated that Sanlian
Publishing House of the China Publishing Group
publishes this weekly Chinese-language maga-
zine. Sanlian Publishing House was founded in
the 1930s. Readers of the magazine come mainly
from the middle class and intellectuals; articles
cover a wide range of topics dealing with political,
economic, and social issues and lifestyle, architec-
ture, drama, film, travel, and other topics.
The journalist noted that tensions between
India and Pakistan had flared up in the Kashmir
region in recent days, and they were writing a
story about the current situation. They wondered
if I’d be willing to share my views with the
Chinese readers. The reporter then asked me to
address their interview questions in terms of my
own interests or to feel free to add anything I
consider important.
Here are the interview questions posed to me:
As far as I’m concerned, what does the cross-
LOC incident mean for the “Pak-Indian peace
process”? Do the recent cross-border shootings
and killings indicate that “peace” between
Pakistan and India is impossible? Some experts
view relations between
Pakistan and India as
“advancing steadily
with no major break-
through.” What is my
view of the relations
between the two sides?
Do I think that there
are reasons, other than
Kashmir, that restrict
relations from moving
forward?
Responses
Iresponded that therecent exchanges of
gunfire and killings
across the Kashmir
Line of Control are of concern, although not
unexpected. They further complicate the
Pakistan-India peace process, even if they are
unlikely to escalate to the level of past conflicts.
The recent LOC hostilities can be understood in
narrow terms, largely restricted to Kashmir, or in
broader Indian and Pakistani realities and rela-
tions.
There have been three or four (if we include
Kargil) Indo-Pakistani Wars, and three of them
have focused on Kashmir (Kashmir and Jammu):
the first Kashmir War in 1947 after the Partition
of India into India and Pakistan and the
contested Kashmir (two-thirds administered by
India, and one-third by Pakistan); the second
Kashmir War in 1965; the third war in 1971
didn’t involve Kashmir and resulted in East
Pakistan becoming independent Bangladesh; and
the Kargil War in 1999 with the averted threat of
massive nuclear destruction. 
If one focuses concern over the LOC Kashmir
border incidents only on the contested issues of
Kashmir, positions usually seem inflexible with
little prospect for a developing peace process.
This has been the case since 1947, and Kashmir
was one of the most debated issues in the United
Nations in the 1950s. India claims all of Kashmir,
but is willing to accept the present LOC as the
permanent international border. Pakistan claims
all of Kashmir and wants a plebiscite since the
overwhelming majority in the Kashmir Valley of
Indian-controlled Kashmir are Muslims. And
there is a third destabilizing force of Kashmiris
with their goal of an independent nation of
Kashmir. In many such conflicts, with intractable
and uncompromising positions, one side often
prevails because it has overwhelming force or the
status quo eventually becomes historical reality.
This has not happened during the past six
decades in Kashmir.
Far more revealing is to look at the LOC inci-
dents in terms of larger Indo-Pakistani relations.
In India, there are many who view India as a
rising superpower, as one of the two dominant
powers of Asia along with China. Many also view
Pakistan as an undeveloped and backwards
nation, a failed state, and an ongoing irritant. I
was in India a few weeks after the major 2008
Mumbai terrorism. Some rightwing Hindu
nationalists, aggressively extolling India’s
economic, political, and military might, called for
massive revenge and destruction of Pakistan. In
2009–2010, I was based in Mumbai, focusing on
Mahatma Gandhi and violence and terrorism
today. What really impressed me in December
2008 and then in 2009–2010 was the strength of
other forces in India that prevailed and that have
a deep commitment to democracy, tolerance,
inclusivism, pluralism, and rationality. We often
devalue or completely ignore the continuing
Gandhi-inspired values of the basic unity and
interconnectedness of all human beings and the
centrality of nonviolence, love, compassion,
truthful and moral living. Those forces in India,
while committed to bringing the perpetrators and
other Pakistanis responsible for the Mumbai
terrorism to justice, prevailed in countering the
warmongering calls for revenge. An Indian
approach, even acknowledging several recent
irresponsible inflammatory assertions by Indian
politicians, should be able to limit the conse-
quences of the recent LOC incidents so they
don’t escalate into full-scale war.
The situation in Pakistan is far more unstable
and dangerous. This shapes policies and violence
in Kashmir, but goes far beyond Kashmir. India
has a much stronger tradition of democratic polit-
ical governance. Pakistan has a very weak and
corrupt government with a disproportionately
strong military and security apparatus. There are
strong forces within the military and security
apparatus that are sympathetic with or actively
support what most consider “terrorist” forces
within Pakistan, Kashmir, or Afghanistan. For a
wide variety of reasons, Pakistan has defined
India as its number one enemy, and there are
many who view destabilizing Indian-administered
Kashmir and exacerbating other conflicts within
Pakistan and India as legitimate struggles and
ways of achieving their religious and political
goals. Pakistan has numerous well-educated citi-
zens with high standards of human rights, ration-
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ality, economic and scientific progress, and yet
they often cannot counter antimodern forces of
religious militancy, backward and repressive
oppression and underdevelopment, and military
and other violent domination. This makes
controlling LOC tensions and making progress in
the peace process much more difficult. 
There are possibilities for resolving LOC
conflicts and developing the Pakistan-India peace
process. First, there is a remarkable recent change
in India in which several hundred million Indians
have gained self-confidence and a belief in India’s
future. Increasingly, India realizes that LOC
ongoing conflicts and the focus on Pakistan are
obstacles to developing India’s economic, politi-
cal, and cultural place as a regional and global
power. Second, there are millions of educated
Pakistanis who increasingly conclude that past
policies have been disastrous and not in
Pakistan’s self-interest. The focus on a powerful
military, Islamists and militant fundamentalists,
the LOC and Kashmir, and India as the obses-
sional enemy has produced unstable and corrupt
governments, widespread illiteracy and poverty,
and lack of Pakistan’s development and well
being. Third, I have found that something
remarkable usually occurs when Pakistanis and
Indians come together. Unlike many other
contexts, with their historical and cultural oppo-
sitional constructions, Indians and Pakistanis
usually realize how much they share in terms of
cultural values, food, language, Bollywood
movies, Sufi and other music, passion for cricket,
and so forth. The Indian or Pakistani as “other” is
not some absolute enemy. These three considera-
tions, relating to the larger context of India,
Pakistan, and possible relations, may provide
some hope and openings for gradual peace
process progress.
U.S. Attitudes, Values, and Policies
Using the University of Maine as a microcosmof the United States of America, it is very
revealing to consider U.S. attitudes to key ques-
tions regarding the LOC border crisis, in particu-
lar, and Pakistan, India, and India-Pakistan rela-
tions, in general. In this regard, we are not focus-
ing on minor or marginal tensions and issues
related only to South Asia. These crises and
issues affect the United States and the world in
very profound and threatening ways. 
After all, it is possible to make a convincing
case that nuclear-armed, extremely unstable
Pakistan is the most dangerous place in the world
today. It is even more apparent that contempo-
rary India, often described as the world’s largest
democracy and soon to have the world’s largest
population, even with its extreme internal prob-
lems and destabilizing forces, is a rapidly emerging
economic and technological superpower. In this
regard, India increasingly shapes our world of
globilization that increasingly defines the U.S.
corporatized economy and the political-military-
industrial complex and its value priorities and
policies. One can also make a strong case that the
India-Pakistan border is the most dangerous
border in the world. To provide one terrifying
illustration, during the Kargil border war, the
huge nuclear-armed Pakistani and Indian armed
forces faced off in the most tense and warlike situ-
ation. Various experts estimated that if the daily
incidents had set off a nuclear response, this
could have resulted in the death of tens of
millions, even hundreds of millions, of innocent
civilians, and the political and military destabi-
lization, radiation, and short-term and long-term
consequences for the region and the entire world
could have been catastrophic.
Now suppose I asked students and others on
the UMaine campus in January, or today: What
do you think about the Pakistan-India Line of
Control crisis? What would be the response?
Would even one in 100 have a clue as to what I
was asking? If this seems too difficult and unfair,
let’s broaden the question. What do you think
about what’s happening in Pakistan? What would
be the response? With few exceptions, I expect
that I’d get responses of complete ignorance,
incomprehension as to why I was asking such a
bizarre question, some embarrassment, and
perhaps even some annoyance that I’d ask such
an unfair question. After all, there is little in daily
cell phone communication, the social media, or
the U.S. establishment corporate media that
would provide relevant background information
and analysis. Probably a minority of respondents
would remember that Pakistan is the place where
the U.S. killed Osama bin Laden or that Pakistan
is the place where our terrorist enemy the Taliban
hides out. The situation with regard to better-
known and more powerful India is not radically
different with regard to U.S. attitudes. What do
you think about what’s happening in India? What
would be the response from most UMaine respon-
dents?
As we mark the
tenth anniversary
of the U.S. Iraq
War, I recall simi-
lar responses start-
ing in late 1990
and early 1991, as
the U.S. was about
to launch the first
Gulf War, in the
decade of the
1990s, in the
months leading to
the U.S. “shock
and awe” invasion
of Iraq and occu-
pation of Iraq in
March 2003, and
in the last decade
and continuing to
the present.
Throughout the
1990s, we found
that few U.S. citi-
zens knew much
or anything at all
about the history,
culture, religions,
economy, or poli-
tics of Iraq and
U.S. policies toward Iraq. If you asked about the
history and creation of Iraq as a nation, after the
post-World War I collapse of the Turkish
Ottoman Empire and with its borders set by
outside British and French policymakers and
shaped by foreign oil companies, there was rarely
an informed response with any analysis. Students
and others were bewildered when learning that
the hated, evil dictator Saddam Hussein, often
portrayed by the first Bush Administration as the
“new Hitler,” had been a close U.S. ally through-
out the 1980s. He may be a dictator, but he was
our kind of dictator: pro-U.S. and pro-West,
against the Soviet Union, against conservative
anti-Western Shia Muslim forces, and reliable in
keeping cheap oil flowing to the West. We could
do business with Saddam with his more modern
views of economic development, gender rela-
tions, and other matters, even while he brutally
repressed any Iraqi opposition. We even saved
him and kept him in power when the unstable
megalomaniac Saddam launched his war against
Iran. How did this same brutal ruler become our
enemy, the evil dictator? 
Similarly, in the 1990s, what did respondents
think of the Clinton Administration policy of
sanctioning and enforcing the brutal boycott of
Iraq, which, according to U.N. reports, resulted in
the death of 500,000 Iraqi children? Similarly,
what did respondents think of the second Bush
Administration’s justification for the massive
bombing, invasion, and military occupation of
Iraq based on complete lies about Iraq’s alleged
dangerous weapons of mass destruction, biologi-
cal and chemical and nuclear, and Saddam
Hussein’s close ties with Al Quada and the 9/11
terrorism? Why is it that most citizens did not
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have the information and analysis to see through
such obvious fabrications and to resist policies
that led to such disastrous consequences for the
U.S. and especially for innocent Iraqis?
It is tempting, when asking such questions
about key international and domestic issues and
crises, to blame individual students and other
citizens for their ignorance and lack of analysis
and understanding. We repeatedly affirm that
democracy is impossible without informed citi-
zens, and this lack of knowledge speaks volumes
about our lack of true democracy in terms of
dominant economic, political, military, and other
policies and lack of democratic empowerment
and self-determinism. However, I think that such
blame is often unjustified and obscures the real
deeper analysis of the problem with such U.S.
attitudes.
To focus on only one major lesson from such
responses regarding Pakistan, India, Iraq, and
other international and domestic issues, this
dominant ignorance and lack of analysis reveals
something troubling and dangerous about what
Senator Fulbright called a certain “arrogance of
power.” This is not just some uninformed subjec-
tive attitude and ideological response that is
detached from objective power relations and real-
ities. The lack of information, analysis, and
understanding to a large extent reflects U.S. atti-
tudes and policies consistent with the dominant
U.S. economic, political, military, media, and
cultural power relations. In this regard, the appro-
priate indictment of our educational system for
producing such uninformed students and citizens
is a reflection of the values and priorities of the
dominant, increasingly corporatized, military-
industrial-educational complex. 
The lack of response to questions
about the Line of Control border
conflicts, Pakistan, India, and other
international matters can be related
to U.S. history and geography and
especially, more recently, to the
emergence of the U.S. as the world’s
economic, military, political, and
cultural superpower. Our attitudes,
values, and policies may express an
arrogant, uninformed, extreme
ethnocentrism, but this is an ethno-
centrism arising from and backed up
by dominant power relations. 
To oversimplify what are often more nuanced,
complex, and contradictory attitudes and values,
the dominant U.S. perspective is that we are the
most advanced exceptional nation and that we
have the best understanding of what are rational
and moral values, freedom and human rights and
democracy, development and human progress. As
our economic and political leaders like to assert,
we are the world’s best and perhaps last bright
hope. If we have the answers and the power to
offer and impose such answers, there is no great
incentive to learn about or from other, less
rational and moral, less civilized and developed
peoples. In fact, others have no choice. If they
ignore us, resist us, or do not change
consistent with U.S. attitudes, values,
and policies, then they will become
dysfunctional, will be crushed, or will
simply become irrelevant. This attitude
and approach is most evident in recent
decades with the neo-conservatives with
their militant and violent promotion of
corporatized capitalist and militarist poli-
cies of exploitation and domination.
However, in more nuanced ways, it is
also reflected in pronouncements and
policies of Barack Obama and most
Democrat politicians and liberal media
commentators.
This dominant U.S. attitude is not
only uninformed and unjustified, but it is also
extremely dangerous. It is dangerous for U.S. citi-
zens, as seen in the disastrous Iraq and
Afghanistan wars, and even more dangerous for
Iraqis, Afghans, and others throughout the world. 
The world is changing rapidly. Except for its
dominant military force, with it huge military
budget and weapons industry, the U.S is no longer
the world’s sole superpower. We now live in a
multipolar world. India, China, Turkey, Brazil,
Japan, South Korea, European nations, and
others are active subjects and shapers of our
increasingly interconnected and interdependent
world. This emerging global situation offers both
unimagined new opportunities, as well as dangers,
for those of us in the United States and others
around the world. If we are to become active
constructive participants in an economically,
politically, culturally, and environmentally
sustainable future, then we must work together to
change our dominant attitudes, values, and
policies.
—Doug Allen
ally gains have been made which have prolonged
life and allowed for greater ease, comfort, and
luxury for the privileged, but these advancements
have always cast a shadow of social injustices
which include all the forms of exploitation,
racism, sexism, domination, environmental
degradation in countless forms, and a severe crisis
concerning psychological well-being for millions
and millions.
Society’s progress is usually defined and
promoted through the capitalized lens, the same
lens which guides the university today. More
money, more material, more consumption, more
possessions have been demarcations of progress,
but this perspective blinds us from what we have
lost or are lacking—the security of self and
emotional fulfillment which comes from belong-
ing to an interdependent social network and the
fulfillment of self-determining human imagina-
tion and creativity. The commodity market way
of life separates and alienates us from each other
and from living lives which are productively satis-
fying. It is time for a new sense of meaning for
“progress” and “development”.
“Freedom” is another term to reevaluate. Are
we free in this system? Are we able to choose
what to do for work, where to live, how to spend
our time and energy, who to become? We are not
free in a heavily indebted society wherein we
must work long hours in jobs that are often not
fulfilling. In a sense, we are enslaved to the
government and corporations who hold our
loans, the businesses whom we have to work for,
and the whole economy itself. We should not live
to serve the economy, to grow the economy. The
economy should exist to benefit life. In the same
way, we need to become socially indebted to each
other, as human beings living in interdependence,
fulfilling responsibility for caring and supporting
each other. As debt resistance organization Strike
Debt proclaims, we owe nothing to Wall Street
banks or other institutions holding us in debt, and
we owe everything to each other.
Mobilizing and challenging our debt, declaring
it is unjust for the university to commodify
students and education, and to profit off of us
through our debt, is a process of reclaiming our
humanity and creating a thriving, humane soci-
ety. Maine Peace Action Committee has been
working on raising awareness on understanding
our student loan debt and how we can challenge
the university and society to change. You are of
course invited to join us in this work. Our entire
society and world needs to reclaim and reconnect
with our humanity. Our indebted mess can be
seen as an opportunity for rallying together and
participating in the creation of a world wherein
we no longer sacrifice our lives as means of serv-
ing the economy, paying the rich elite class, and
striving to acquire money and material goods as
ultimate ends of life. To end with a little Zen
concept, it is well worth remembering that what-
ever we do or do not do does matter—even not
doing anything is doing not doing, so in other
words, we had better act.
—Dan White
Generation Jobless
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